
SCC Minutes 12/2/15  

 

In attendance: Karen Brown, Carrie Sabey, Liz Gibby, Kelly Woodrum, Lauren Burton, Kimberly Potts, 

Steve Stewart, Dave Ochs, Stacey Lord 

 

Meeting came to order by Kimberly 

 

Minutes were read by Steve - no questions 

 

Stacey Lord - Teal Time Coordinator 

Last year was with planner, but changed happened and we went back to grade slips.  Teachers can 

request certain students to come to the room.  Priority days are the same as in the past.  Activities for 

passing students:  paper roller coaster, piñata making, food labs, sports tournaments and lots of 

enrichment activities.  We do have community service hours, Karen Pauga is the one that is 

coordinating.  Stacey will follow up with her. 

Steve added:  Feel like there is a nice blend with what is loved and helping with standard based.  Seems 

like we are always changing, if we keep doing it it gets hard.  Steve feels like this is where we will go, but 

might have minor adjustments.  Dave Ochs said he likes the new way.  Stacey is also doing 4-H for the 

next three years. 

Questions: 

Can any student go during Teal Time for example if they are sick.  Stacey said they are always to 

choose.  Kids get to choose as long as they aren't asked to come to their class. 

 

READ 180 - Emily couldn't come today and sent a handout to read.  This is her report. 

 

Math Aide - Lauren Burton - Math aides the programs are pretty refined.  We have two one that works 

with 7/8 and then the other with 9.  They help with DD and essentials class.  She explained what the 

essential class was.  Math also do Pirate that the aides run a program during lunch.  It is for those not 

turning in homework.  They eat and work.  Credit recovery - starting soon. 

Questions:  If a student was involved with one of these programs are the parents notified?  - Really try 

to make known to the parents that lacking in basic skills try to get current, but work on recovery.  Steve 

said that parents do know:  counselors call or teachers call.  Parents may not be contacted for 

Pirates.  Credit Recovery parents do know because they have to give up an elective and they do get 

credit. 

Gifted:  Proposing?  We would like to have the advanced students help create a tutoring programs for 

after school.  They are really good when they have done this as a teal tutors.  We would like to see about 

getting them paid?  Paid math lab with students getting help before or after school.  Steve is looking 

into?  Can we pay kids?  But can we do it out of trustland funds?  Steve will see if that can even 

happen.  Kimberly asked:  don't we have some students do it during Teal?  Steve said that we will pay 

them after school. 

 

Go My Access - Dave Ochs brought a full on presentation!  2014 - 2015 4266 submissions - would have 

like to use it more.  This year working on using it better so far 2015-2016 3385 submissions about 2 per 

active account. 



Kimberly asked a question if they submitted the same assignment 4 times is that counted once or 4 

times.  It is counted 4 times.  Parents love the program.  Westlake has noticed that quality difference 

and the improvement.  Mrs. Sabey said the AP teacher is impressed with what the kids are coming in 

with. 

Questions:  Kimberly said she thought of the program while helping her students fill out college 

application.  Great practice. 

Steve:  Utah Rights - free program through the state?  We need to consider if we should use that?  Dave 

said My Access has been around longer and things built in because it has been around longer compared 

to Utah Rights.  That is the same program that the SAGE test uses.  Mrs. Sabey loves that this helps every 

level of kid that we have high and low.  Every kid can move forward.  This can potentially help all 

students.  Steve:  Do we know how much time is being done on their own?  Nice thing is that it can be 

done at home or school.  Woodrum said maybe it could be extra credit.  Sabey said to use it during Teal 

Time for a writing competition. 

 

Paper Grader - Jamie concerned that MyAccess and paper grader doing same thing. 

Provide data on formative and summative assessments, aide in our ELD class, covers the writing lab 

during teal, and instructional aide in classes.  The impact he sticks to the rubric and it shows what is 

missing so teachers don't skip over anything and go back to reteach or teach.  Actual Impact:  objective 

data sets, more time to apply data, improved remediation practices, and clearer picture of our students. 

Questions:  Helpful! 

 

Counseling: 

Stand for Kind - reviewed the assembly and what the program will hope to become. 

Hope Squad - Will be combining hope week and no one eats alone week. 

Career Day - parents concerned that if the kids have to come.  Talked about the changes we did this year 

to help the students come.  We had a better show of students.  Will continue to reach out to parent 

more. 

Credit Recovery - 60ish F's for 1st term we are working with students and teachers to recover the credit. 

Diversity Council - Jan 13th @ 7:00. We want to get feedback from all diverse backgrounds.  Please let us 

know of any names we can pass on to invite to the meeting 

 

Next Meeting:  Jan 5th Tuesday @ 3:00 

Feb 2nd Tuesday @ 3:00 


